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$I. INTRODUCTlON 
IN [9] Jackowski and McClure gave a homotopy decomposition theorem for the classifying 
space of a compact Lie group G; their theorem states that for any prime p the space BG can 
be constructed at p as the homotopy direct limit of a specific diagram involving the 
classifying spaces of centralizers of elementary abelian p-subgroups of G. In this paper we 
will prove a parallel algebraic decomposition theorem for certain kinds of unstable algebras 
over the mod p Steenrod algebra. This algebraic result gives a new proof of the theorem 
of Jackowski and McClure and has the potential to lead to homotopy decomposition 
theorems for many spaces which are not of the form BG (see $6). 
Before stating our results WC will recall some material from [9]. Choose a prime p. Let 
G be a compact Lit group, and let A,; bc the category whose objects are the non-trivial 
clcmentary abclian p-subgroups of G; a morphism A -+ A’ in A, is a homomorphism 
f: A 4 A’ of abclian groups with the property that there exists an element LEG such that 
f(x) = y.rc/ - ’ for all x E .4. Thcrc is a functor from A yf to the category of topological spaces 
which sends A to the Borcl construction EG xc(G/C(A)). where C(A) denotes the ccntral- 
izer of A in G. (Notice that this Bore1 construction has the homotopy type of the classifying 
space K’(A).) Jackowski and McClure prove that the natural map from the homotopy 
direct limit of this functor to EG xG* = BG is an isomorphism on mod p cohomology. They 
derive this from a spectral sequence argument [2, XII, 5.83 and the following calculation 
with the inverse limit functor lim and its right derived functors lim’. Let H* 
denote mod p cohomology and aG thifunctor on A, which sends A to H*(EGCx,(G/C(A)). 
THEOREM 1.1. [9, Prop. 3-41. The nururol mup H * BG + IF ZG is an isomorphism and 
rhe groups lim’ zG vanish for i > 0. 
+ 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 in [9] uses the Feshbach double coset formula and so depends 
heavily on the presence of a genuine compact Lie group. What we do is much more 
algebraic. Let &- be the category of unstable algebras over the mod p Steenrod algebra dp. 
Given an object R of x we will build an index category A, together with a functor 
rR : A, + Y and natural map R + lim r,; if R = H * BG then A, is equivalent o A, in such 
a way that xR corresponds to aG. This construction depends heavily on work of Lannes 
[I I]. Using [ 1 I] again, we will define what it means for an object R of x to “have 
a non-trivial center”; if R = H*BG this condition holds 
element of order p. Our main result is the following one. 
if G has a non-trivial central 
tThis work was supported in part by Ihc National Scicncc Foundation. 
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THEOREM 1.2. SU~~OX that i: R + S is a mop of X such thut: 
(I ) Borh R and S are finitely yenerated us alyebras. and the map i mukes S into afinitelp 
yenerutrd module ocer R. 
(1) The map i hus an addirire left incrrse S + R which is both a map of R modules and 
a rnclp of rrnstuble modules ocer the Steenrod alyebra. 
(3) The alyebra S hus u non-trivial center. 
Then the narurcll mop R - I$ zR is an isomorphism and the yroups lim’ zR vanish for i > 0. 
+ 
Remnrk. For a functor such as zR which takes values in the category X, we write 
lim’ zR (i > 0) for the ordinary higher limits [Z, p. 3053 of the composite of zzR with the 
+ 
forgetful functor from A” to the category of graded F, vector spaces. 
The connection between Theorem 1.2 and Theorem I.1 is provided by the following 
proposition, which lists some standard properties of compact Lie groups. 
PROWSITION 1.3. Let G be a compclct Lie yroup, T a maximal torus in G, N(T) the 
normcdixr CI/ T, N,.,(T) t/w irwerse inwye in N(T) qf’a p-SJlOH’ subyroup of N( T)/T, nnd i* the 
nclturtil restriction m~rp H * BG + H” BN,( T). Then the jdlwiny crssertions hold. 
(I) f?orA If * BG trnd If * BN,( T) cwejinitrl~ ycnertrred trlychrtrs [ 171 [ 15, 2.21. The mtrp i* 
mcd~s II * BM,( T) info u jinirel~ ycrwrcltc~cl module owr If * BG [ 15, 2.41. 
(2) The mtrp i* hots un culdiriw k/i inww If + BN,( T) ---* If * BG w/M is horh u If * UC 
module mccp trnd (1 m~rp f~f un.sfc~hlc modules owr fhe mod, Stcenrod ~tlyehrcl [I]. 
(3) The yroup N,(T) hc1.s LI non-lrivicrl crnttwl elrrncnt of order p. 
Remcwk 1.4. Note that 1.3(3) follows from the fact that the conjugation action of 
N,(T)/T on the clcmcnts of order p in T must pointwise fix a non-trivial subgroup 
CR, p. 471. 
There is another basic example of the situation described in Theorem 1.2. an example 
which is purely algebraic. Suppose that T is either a torus or an elcmcntary abclian p-group. 
Let CY be a finite group of X-automorphisms of H* Br and W, a p-Sylow subgroup of W. 
Then the rings of invariants R = H*(Br)‘” and S = H*(Bs)“‘p arc finitely gcncratcd as 
algebras and the natural inclusion R --* S has a left inverse given by averaging over the coset 
space W/ WP. It is not hard to see that S has a non-trivial center (cf. 1.4,3.4 and the definition 
in $4 of “having a non-trivial center”). This leads to 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let r he either u torus or un elementury Nbeliun p-yroup. Suppose rhut 
W is a jinite yroup r,j‘.l’-automorphisms of H* Br and that R is the riny ofincarictnts Ham. 
Then the narurcll mop R 4 lim aR is un i.somorphi.sm and the yroups lim’ zR canish for i > 0. 
+ c 
ORGANIZATION OF TEE I’APER: Section 2 constructs the decomposition functor zR and 
compares it with z(i if R = H * BG. Section 3 dcscribcs some properties of Lannes’s functor 
T. In $4 there is a definition of what it means for an object R of X to “have a non-trivial 
center” and a proof of (a slight generalization of) the special case of I.2 in which R = S. 
Section 5 completes the proof of I 2 itself, and $6 concludes the paper with a topological 
application of 1.5. 
NOTATION ANDTERMINOLOGY: The prime p will be fixed for the rest of the paper. If V is an 
elementary abelian p-group (i.e. a finite dimensional F, vector space) then Hv will stand for 
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the mod p cohomology algebra H*BV. At several points in the paper we will speak for 
convenience of inverse limits and related constructions over certain large categories. In each 
case the large category in question is equivalent to a small subcategory of itself (i.e. the 
category has a small skeleton [13, p. 913) and the constructions can be performed in the 
usual way on these small subcategories. 
The authors would like to thank the referee for his suggestions. 
$2. THE DECOMPOSII-ION DIAGRAM 
Given an object R of X, define V, to be the category whose objects consist of pairs 
(V, f), where V is an elementary abelian p-group and f: R + H” is a x-map. A map 
(V, f) + ( W, g) in V, is an abelian group map h: V 4 W such that the composite of the 
induced map h*:H”‘dH” with g is 1: We will usually write an object (V, f) of V, as 
f: V-, R or just V--+ R; in this notation V is identified with the object HY of x and “-+” 







in which “commutativity”. of course. means h*g = f; somctimcs WC will even rcfcr to f :Is 
the “composite” of y and 11. 
The category A, is a subcategory of V,. An object f: V-9 R is in A, if V # (0) and 
f makes II’ into a finitely gcncratcd module over R; a map 11 as above is in A, if the abclian 
group map h : V + W is a monomorphism. 
Recall from [IO, 3.41 that for any elementary abclian p-group V there is a functor 
TV:.%” 4 ;Y‘ left adjoint to the functor given by tensor product over F, with H “; morcovcr 
[4]. for any fixed f: V-P R there is a distinguished quotient T;(R) of TV R. We will alter the 
standard notation slightly and write T( V, R) instead of TV R and r( V, R), instead of T/’ R. 
A homomorphism h: V -+ W of elementary abelian p-groups induces a natural transforma- 
tion T(h, -): T(V, -) -, T(W, -); given f: V-+R and g: W-, R with Ir*y =1; the map 
T(h, R): T( V, R) + T( W, R) passes to a quotient map T( V, R), + T( W, R)Y (see 3.1). Define 
the functor 01~: A, + x by setting a,,( f: V-+ R) equal to T( V, R),. For any V the inclusion 
0 c V induces a composite map E: R = T(0. R) -+ T( V, R) -. T( V, R)/ (cf. [4, $23); these 
combine to give a map R -+ lim Q~. + 
Remurk 2. If R = H l X for some space X, then under mild assumptions [IO] T( V, R) is 
naturally isomorphic to the cohomology of the mapping space Map(BV, X) and T( V, R), 
to the cohomology of the subspace Map(BV, X), consisting of maps which induct f on 
cohomology. If R = H*BG for a compact Lie group G, then f: V-, R corresponds to 
a homomorphism 3 V + G (unique up to conjugacy) and T( V, R)/ is naturally isomorphic 
to H*BC(im(J)) (see [I I]). The connection implied here between mapping spaces and 
centralizers is made explicit in [6]. Note that [IS, 2.41 a homomorphism V -+ G is 
a monomorphism if and only if the induced map V ~1, H* BG makes Hv into a finitely 
generated module over H* BG. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If R = H * BGfor a compact Lie group G, then there is an equivalence of 
categories e: A, + A, such that the composite functor aR . e is naturally equivalent to rG. 
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Prooj: Define e to be the functor which sends a non-trivial elementary abelian p- 
subgroup A of G to the pair (A,jA), where iA: BA -+ BG is the map induced by inclusion and 
jA = i2; as above the map jA makes HA into a finitely generated module over H+BG. If 
h : A + B is a map between two elementary abelian subgroups of G which is realized by 
conjugation with an element of G, then j, = h* jrr because inner automorphisms of G induce 
the identity map on cohomology. Since homomorphisms between elementary abehan 
p-groups are detected in cohomology, the functor e is faithful. The fact that e is full and has 
image intersecting every isomorphism class in A, follows from the result of [l I] referred to 
in 2.1. By [13, p. 911, then, the functor e is an equivalence of categories. 
A map h : A + B in A, can be represented by an element xh E G which conjugates A in 
a specific way to a subgroup of B. It is clear that x,, is unique up to right multiplication by 
elements of C(A). Conjugation with .Y; 1 then carries C(B) to C(A) in a way which is 
well-defined up to inner automorphisms of C(A). Since any inner automorphism of a group 
induces a self-map of the classifying space which is homotopic to the identity [lS, p. 5511, 
we can construct a functor F from A”,” to the homotopy category of spaces by setting 
F(A) = BC(A); it is easy to check that up to homotopy this is the same as the functor [9] 
which assigns to A the space EG x G(G/C(,4)) = EG/C(A). Consequently, the functor zLG is 
naturally equivalent to II * F. The multiplication map I(~: BA x K(A) + BG induces 
a X-map M *BG d If” @ H* K(A) which has as adjoint an isomorphism [I l] 
a,(e(A)) = T(A, H * EG)jA-+ ff l BC(,-l) = ff *F(A). The fact that these isomorphisms com- 
binc to give a natural equivalcncc zR .c -+ ff*F follows from the fact that for any 
h : A , + A2 in A,; the diagram 
BA, x UC(A,) ’ x b’(.)Q 
-BA, x BC(A,) 
BA, x BC(AJ + BG 
PA, 
commutes up to homotopy. 
It will be convenient below to work with a functor PR which is closely related to aR. Let 
A denote the category whose objects are non-trivial elementary abelian p-groups and whose 
morphisms are manic group homomorphisms. For any object R of X, let flR denote the 
functor A + .%‘” which assigns to V the product II, T( V, R)/, where f runs through all 
V-M R which make H” into a finitely generated R module. If j: V + W is a map of A (i.e. 
a monomorphism), there is for each such f: I’-+ R a natural map T( V, R)r + ll, T( W, R),, 
where this latter product is indexed by g: Ww R such that g makes H”’ into a finitely 
generated R module and j* g = 1: Combining these maps for ail such f gives a map 
PR(V) -/lJW). The natural maps E: R 4 T( V. R), combine to give a natural map 
PROPOSITION 2.3. There are natural isomorpliisms lim’a, -* lim’ JR for all i 2 0. Under 
+ + 
these isomorphisms the natural map R 4 lim aR corresponds ro the natural map R -, lim fiR. C 
Proo/. There is a forgetful functor 0: A, + A which assigns to an object (V, /) of A, the 
underlying vector space V. Associated to this is a composition of functors spectral sequence 
Ei p = limP04(z,) = $ipcqzR 
’ t 
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in which the functors W(zs) are defined as follows. For VEA, let k’l CD be the under 
category [13, p. 461 and z: the functor obtained by composing zs with the forgetful functor 
V 1 @ + A,. Then W(zs)( V) is Iimq& (For a dual (direct limit) description of this spectral 
+ 
sequence see [7. pp. 15.5-1571.) To complete the proof it is enough to show that @‘(z,) is 
isomorphic to /YR and that aq(z,) vanishes for (I > 0. For YEA let 0-l V denote the 
subcategory of A, consisting of objects A such that @(A) = v, a morphism in 0-r V is 
a morphism in A, which projects under d, to the identity map of k’. A short calculation 
shows that the evident inclusion mapj: @- ’ P + V 1 UJ is left cofinal [2, XI, $93 so that the 
induced maps limp%: + limqxg oi are isomorphisms (cf. [Z, XI. 7.2 and 9.23). The desired 
e c 
result now follows from the fact that O-’ V is equivalent to a discrete category. that is, 
a category with no non-identity morphisms 
Remark. The functor /Is is the right Kan extension [13, p. 232) of zR along the forgetful 
functor 0 which appears in the above proof. Proposition 2.3 can also be deduced from 
[9. 3.1-J. 
$3. PROPERTIES OF T 
In this section we will describe some properties of the functor Twhich are used in $4 and 
$5. Most of these properties are algebraic analogs of simple properties of function spaces 
(cf. 2.1). Throughout the section R will stand for an object of JC and V for an elementary 
abclian p-group. 
Recall [4, $21 that T(V, R)/ is the tensor product Fp@T(Y,R)~, T(V, R), whcrc the 
composite map T(V, R) -+ T(V, R)’ + F, is adjoint to f: R -+ HY. Let l(R) c R denote the 
idcal of positive dimensional elcmcnts. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let f: V-) R he an object o~V,, and S un object of X with unit inclusion 
q : F, + So und projection n : S + S/l(S) = So. Then the set Hom,.(T( V, R),, S) is nuturully 
isomorphic to the set of mups g: R + Hv @ S such that (1 @I n) - y is equal to the composite 
(I@n)~f:R~Hv=Hv@FFp~Hv@(So). 
Proof: This follows immediately from the tensor product formula for T( V, R), and the 
defining adjointness property of T( V, -). 
LEMMA 3.2. Giwn f: V-+ R, the notural map E: R + T( V, R)/ [4, $21 induces viu 3.1 the 
mop which assigns to R --* fly @I S the composite R 4 Hv @ S -+ S obtained using the projec- 
tion II” + F,. 
Pro08 This follows immediately from [4, $21 and could in fact be used to define E. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Given f: V $ W-Y R, let a: V-+ R and h: W-+ R be the composites of 
f with the appropriate direct summand inclusions, and let g : W--r T( V, R), be the map which 
corresponds via 3. I to /: R + Hv @ H w z H ’ @ w. Then there is a natural isomorphism T( W, 
T( V, R),), + T( V@ W, R)/. Under this isomorphism the map T( W, R)b -* T( V @ W, R)r 
induced by W -+ V CD W corresponds to the map T( W, R),, 4 T( W, T( V, R),), obtained by 
applying T( W, -) to the natural map E: R -* T( V, R), . 
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Proof This is a routine application of Yoneda’s lemma [13, p. 62, Ex. 21 that involves 
using 3.1 and 3.2 to identify the functors corepresented by the objects T(W, R)b, 
T(k’$ w. R),, and T(W, T(V, R),),. 
Recall [12] that a module M over the mod p Steenrod algebra JJ!~ is said to be locallp 
finite if every element of M is contained in a finite ,d, submodule. Let Q(R) denote the 
quotient !(R),‘f(R)*. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let f: VM R be an object of V,, and assume that Q(R) is locallyfinite 
as a module over &r. Then the natural map R ---c T( V, R)I is an isomorphism ifl 
(1) R is connected (i.e. R” z F,,) and 
(2) there exists a X-map R 4 Hv @ R which, composed with the evident projections 
Hv 0 R ---, R and H’ 0 R + H “, gives, respectively, the identity map of R and the map 1: 
Proof This follows from [S, 4.7, Proof of 4.1) 
44. CENTERS 
In this section WC will define what it means for an object R of X to have a non-trivial 
center and then prove a special case (Proposition 4.10) of Theorem 1.2. Throughout the 
section R will stand for an object of X and V for an elcmcntary abclian p-group. WC will 
dcvclop a formal analogy (cf. 2.1) bctwcen properties of the objects V-+ R for R E~Y and 
propcrtics of homomorphisms up to conjugacy V + G for a compact Lie group G. It will 
bccomc clear below that this analogy works well only if Q(R) is locally tinitc as a module 
over sip. Once the analogy is set up, the proof of 4.10 can be carried out by mimicking 
a group theoretic argument. 
Definition 4. I. An object /: V-9 R of V, is said to be 
(I) manic, if S makes If’ into a finitely generated module over R, and 
(2) central, if the natural map R -+ T(V, R), is an isomorphism. 
The algebra R is said to have a non-trioial center if there exists a manic central map 
V-r R with V # {O]. 
Recall from 2.1 that if R = H * BG for a compact Lie group G then an object I: V--, R of 
V, corresponds to a conjugacy class j of group homomorphisms V -+ G. The object f is 
manic in the above sense iff(any representative of) fis a group monomorphism, and central 
if the image of Jlies in the center of G. In particular, the following is true. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. lf G is u compact Lie group wirh a non-trivial central element of order p, 
tlren If * BG has u non-trivial center. 
In 4.3-4.9 below we will prove in a more general setting statements which are obvious 
from the above remarks in the special case R = H * BG. 
Let J V-+R be an object of V,. Choosing an element u of V amounts to giving 
a homomorphism xr:Z/p + V with x,(I) = o; we will let j;,:Z/p-+R stand for the com- 
positc Z/p2 V--, R. 
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Definition 4.3. An object f: P vr, R of V, is said to be null if the X-map f: R + H” is 
trivial above dimension 0. The kernel of /; denoted ker(f). is the set consisting of all 
elements c E Y with the property that f,: Z/p -4 R is null. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. An object f: V - R of V, is monk ifl ker(f) = IO).. 
Proof If ker(f) is not trivial. there is a surjective map y: H” + HZ,p such that the 
composite g/is trivial above dimension 0; since H ’ P is not of finite rank as an F, vector 
space, this implies that HY is not finitely generated as an R module, i.e. that f is not manic. 
Conversely. if WY is not finitely generated as an R module then the quotient ring F, GR H” 
is not finite-dimensional over F,. This quotient ring is generated as an algebra by exterior 
generators ( yi) ofdimension I together with their Bockstein images ( byi) in dimension 2. If 
the quotient ring is not finite dimensional. there must be some YE ( yii such that by is not 
nilpotent. The subring S of F,@, H” generated by y and /?y is clearly closed under the 
action of .d, and isomorphic as an .C/,, algebra to H _ 7;P. By the injectivity of Hz p as an 
J/,, algebra [IO, 3.61, any chosen isomorphism S + Hzsp extends to a N-map 
Fp@,Hv--,Hz~; the composite of such an extension with the quotient map 
H” -+ F,QR H’ is a X map II’-+ Hz p representing [IO, 4.27 a non-trivial element of V 
in ker(/). 
LEMMA 4.5. Suppose thrt R E .f is connected und thut Q(R) is loctrlly jinite us (I n1od14le 
mvr .dp. Then un~ null object f: V -+ R is crntrul. If q : C ‘M R is cvntrcrl trncl C’ is (I suhyroup 
of C then the composite object C’ 4 C -+ K is ids0 centrcrl. 
Prooj: This is a conscquoncc of the characterization of central objects in Proposi- 
tion 3.4. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let f: V -+ R trnd y : C -.+ R be objects of V,, und ussume thut g is c.rntrtri. 
Then there is u unique object f @ y : V @ C -* R which restricts to f (resp. y) ulony the 
summund inclu.sion V -+ V @ C (resp. C + V @ C). 
ProoJ The desired object V $ C + R corresponds to a map h : R + H ‘@’ z H” @ Hc 
which agrees with f when composed with H” @ HC ---* H” and with g when composed with 
II” @ Ii’ -+ 11’. According to 3.1 and 3.2, such an h amounts to a map K: T(C, R)# + H” 
which agrees f when composed with E: R -* T(C, R)#. The lemma follows from the fact that, 
since y is central, the map e: R + T(C, R), is an isomorphism. 
LEMMA 4.7. Suppose thut R E X is connected and thut Q(R) is locullyjinite us a module 
ocer d,,. Let f: V -+ R be un object o/ V,, v E V an element of ker( f ), and (v) the subgroup of 
V yeneruted by c. Then f extends to u unique map y: V/(v) -+ R. 
Proofi Let WC V bc a complcmcnt to (L’) and h: W--+ R the composite of/ with the 
inclusion W + V. There is an isomorphism V z W@ (v) and by 4.5 the composite 
(v) -. Vm R is central; by 4.6, then, f is the unique object I/--+ R which is null on (v) and 
agrees with 11 on I+‘. Clearly, then, f is the composite of 11 with the projection map 
v-r C’//(c) 2 Ct: 
Remark. The following example shows that in Lemma 4.7 some restriction on R is 
necessary. Let 2’be an elementary abelian p-group of rank greater than 1, J c H” the ideal 
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generated by the product fl, By as y runs through the non zero one-dimensional elements 
of H”, R the ring F,@ J, and f: R -, H” the evident inclusion. Every element of Y is in the 
kernel off: V-R but f does not extend over V/W for any non-trivial subgroup W of V. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Suppose that R EJY is connected and that Q(R) is locally finite as 
module ocer _dP. Let f: V-, R be an object of YR. Then ker(f) is a subgroup of V, and 
f extends uniquely to a manic map g: V/ker( f )- R. 
Proof Let W be a maximal subgroup of V such that f extends to an object g : V/ W--+-R. 
It is clear that W c ker(f). However, g must be manic by 4.7, so it follows easily that 
ker(f)c W. 
PROPOSITION 4.9. Suppose thut R EN is connected and that Q(R) is locally Jinite as 
a module over .d,. Let f: V-n R, g : C --+ R, and h : W -4 R be objects of V, with g central and 
h manic, and let f 0 g : V 0 C- R be the unique object (4.6) which extends f and g. Then, 
given a map u :f -* h in V,, there is at most one way of extending u to a map 6 : f 0 g -+ h. 
Prooj: The map 17 amounts to an abelian group map b’@ C -+ Ct’which is prescribed on 
bP; to show that li is unique (if it exists) it is enough to treat the special case V = (0) and (see 
4.5) C 2 Z/p. Suppose that Li, and fi, are two maps Z/p -+ II’ which give the same object 
g: Z/p -9 R when composed with h: W-+ R, and let Li, + Liz : Z,lp @ Z/p + W be their sum. 
The composite of L7, + $, with h is an object Z/p 0Z/p “‘+ R which by 4.6 agrees with the 
composite Z/p @ Z/p A Z/p vu* R and therefore has each elcmcnt of the form (.Y, -x) in 
Z/p @ Z/p in its kcrncl. Since h is manic. it follows easily that kcr(ir, + tiz) also contains all 
clcmcnts of the form (.u, -,Y). This shows that li,(.u) = tir(x) for ;111 XE Z/p. 
PROPOSITION 4. IO. Suppose thrrt R is m object of X’ with the property that Q(R) is locally 
finite as (I module owr .dP. Assume that R bus a non-tricial center. Then the natural map 
R + lim aR is un isomorphism und the groups lim’ cunish for i > 0. 
c c 
Remurk. The proof of 4.10 shows that if R has a non-trivial center then the nerve of the 
category A, is contractible. In fact. the main argument in this proof is very similar to the 
argument in Quillen’s proof that the poset of elementary abelian subgroups of a finite group 
is contractible if the group has a non-trivial normal p-subgroup [l6, 2.41. 
Proof of 4.10. Observe by 3.4 that R is connected. Choose a manic central object 
g: C--v R of V, such that C # (01, so that y also represents an object of A,. Let g 1 A, be 
the under category [ 13, p. 461 and j: y 1 A, + A, the forgetful functor. The category 
y 1 A, has the identity map of g as an initial object and by assumption the natural map 
R -, MI) = z,&j(g A y)) is an isomorphism; it follows [Z, XI, 7.2 and 9.23 that the natural 
map R + lim (rR*j) is an isomorphism and that lim’ (zR.j) vanishes for i > 0. Given an 
c c 
arbitrary object /: V* R of A, there is (4.6) a unique map f@ y : V @ C-+ R of V, which 
restricts to / (resp. g) along the summand inclusion V -+ V@ C (resp. C 4 V 0 C); let 
a(/):( V @ C)/ker( f@ g)- R be the corresponding (4.8) object of A,. It is clear that the 
construction f w a(/) produces a functor a:A, -+ g 1 A, and that the natural map 
V -+ (V 0 C)/ker( f @ g) induces a natural transformation T from the identity functor of A, 
to the composite j-a. Now the group (V@ C)/ ker(f 0 g) can be written as a direct sum 
V@ C’, where C’ c C is complementary to the kernel of the composite map 
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C + V$ C + (VQ C)/( V + ker(f@ 9)); by (4.5) the composite C’ + C-, R is central, 
and so by (3.3) the map T(V, R)/+ T((VQ C)/ker(fQg), R)a,l, induced by 
V + (VQ C),‘ker(f@ g) is an isomorphism. It follows that the natural transformation from 
zR to zR *j*o induced by r is a natural equivalence. 
Nowletx=(C~Ct’-,R)beanobjectofglA,,let/:Y~RbeanobjectofA,,and 
let h: W-+ R in A, be the image j(x) of x under the forgetful functor. Suppose that a(f) + I 
is a map in g 1 A,. According to (4.9) and the above remarks there is a unique map o:jd h 
in A, such that the given map a(J) + .\: is the composite of a(w) with the evident natural 
isomorphism a( j(x)) = a(h) z x. This shows that the over category c 1 .K has a terminal 
object and therefore a contractible nerve [ 2. XI, $21: consequently, the functor r~ is left 
cofinal [2, XI, $93. The proposition now follows directly from the fact [Z. XI, 7.2. and 9.21 
that the natural maps lim’ (x,-j) + lim’ (zR*j-a) z lim’ Q~ are isomorphisms for all i. 
c t e 
$5. COXIPLETION OF THE PROOF 
In this section we will complete the proof of Theorem 1.2 by showing that the functor 8, 
of 2.3 is a retract of the acyclic (4. IO) functor &. 
Note that if R is an object of x which is finitely generated as an algebra and V is an 
elementary abelian p-group, there are only a finite number of x-maps R + H” (i.e. objects 
Ve R). In this case r( V. R) splits as a direct product fl, T( V, R), indexed by/: Y-+ R (see 
[IO, 3.53). Recall from $2 that there is a functor pR: A w .K’ which assigns to each elementary 
abclinn p-group V the product n, T( V, R/) where / runs through manic ($4) objects 
V-9 R, (that is, maps f: R -+ H” which make H” into a finitely gencratcd module over R). 
LEMMA 5. I. Suppose [hut i: R 4 S is u mup of X such thur R und S urejnitrly yenerated 
as ulyehrus and i mukes S into u jinitely yenerutcd module over R. Then for uny elrmentury 
uheliun p-yroup V the quotient /I,(V) of T( V, S) is nuturully isomorphic to the tensor product 
/IR(V)@I.,Y. R) T(K s). 
I+@ For fixed f: R + H “, the tensor product T( V, R), Qrcv, K, T( V, S) is a direct 
product fl, T( V, S), where y runs through all maps S -+ H” which extend 1: The lemma 
follows from the fact that such a y makes H’ into a finitely generated module over S iff 
f makes H” into a finitely generated module over R. 
Remurk 5.2. Let Q be the category of unstable modules over -ty’, and @:.Y -) &J the 
forgetful functor [IO. $I]. There is a functor T*( V, -):& -+ & defined like T( V, -) such 
that for R E A’- the module T “( V. a(R)) is naturally isomorphic to @( T( V, R)) (see [ 10,3.4]). 
If M in 9 is a module over R in such a way that the Cartan formula holds for module 
multiplication (write ME&(R) [4, $11) then T’(V, M) is a module over T(V, R) [IO, 3.2.11. 
Finally, if i: R + S is a map of Y which is used to make Q,(S) into a module over R, then the 
T( V, R) module structure on T”( V, a(S)) described above agrees via the natural isomor- 
phism T’( V, O(S)) 2 O(T( V, S)) with the module structure on T(V, S) derived from the 
induced ring homomorphism T( V, R) -. T( V, S). 
Proof of 1.2. Let yR : A -, ;Y assign to the elementary abelian p-group V the ring T( V, R) 
and let ys: A + x assign the ring T( V, S). The functors DR. /I, and ys are modules over yR 
(i.e., for any V in A the object yR(V) is a ring and the objects /?R(V), &(V) and ys(V) are 
modules over yR( V) in a way that varies in an evident functorial way with V). By 5.1 there is 
a natural equivalence /Is z /IR @I~,J~. By 5.2 the e(R)-map S -+ R, left inverse to R + S, 
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induces a map 
left inverse to the natural map BR -. /Is. By 4.10 and 2.3 the natural map S -, IF & is an 
isomorphism and lim’ & = 0 for i > 0. It follows easily that R + lim BR is an isomorphism 
(any retract of an gomorphism is an isomorphism) and that lin? flR = 0 for i > 0. The 
conclusion of the theorem results from another application of 25. 
$6. A HOMOTOPY DECOhlPOSlTlON THEOREM 
In this section we will show that our main algebraic results give rise to homotopy- 
theoretic decompositions in some situations which are not covered by [9]. 
The first step is to give a topological construction of the decomposition diagram ($2). 
Given a space X. define V, to be the category whose objects consist of pairs (V, f), where 
L’ is an elementary abelian p-group and / is a homotopy class of maps from B C’to X. A map 
(I’, f) 4 (CC y) in V,Y is an abelian group map h: V + W such that / = go h; where 
1;: B 6’ 4 EN’ is the homotopy class of maps induced by h, The category A,x is defined to be 
a subcategory of V,Y. An object (V. f) of V, is in A,Y if V # (0) and the cohomology map /* 
makes II” into a finitely generated module over II * X; a map h as above is in A,v if h : Y + W 
is a monomorphism of abelian groups. 
Let Map(BV. X) denote the space of maps BY --, X. There is a functor sx from A”, to 
the category of spaces which assigns to (v, /‘) the path component Map(BV, X), of 
Map(BI’. X) dctcrmincd by fi (To construct Gx it is ncccssary to scttlc on some strictly 
functorial way ofconstructing SVfrom V-xc. for instance. [ 14.23.2, Ch. 33). Evaluating at 
the bascpoint of SV gives a map Gx( V,/) + X; thcsc maps combine to give a natural map 
holim 5X -+ X. Dcfinc ax: A, + N to be the functor dctcrmincd by the formula 
&J) = II*(c2,J I;./)). 
Let K dcnotc I/* X. Taking mod p cohomology gives a functor If,: A, + A,, and it is 
clear from the universal property of T( V, -)/ (cf. 3.1. [IO]) that there is a natural 
transformation I-,: ciH- If, + ax. The following proposition is proved by combining the 
spectral scqucnce of [2, XII, 5.83 with a naturality argument. 
PKWOSITION 6. I. Let X be a spuce and let R = H* X. Suppose that 
(I) tf,r:Ax-+A, is un equivulence o/categories, 
(2) r.v:ar,oH,+a, is a nawal equivalence, and 
(3) the na~uraf map R -+ lim aR is an isomorphism and the groups lim’ aR uanishjor i > 0. 
c + 
Then the muural mup holim h, + X induces an isomorphism on mod p cohomology. 
+ 
Lannes has provided some mild conditions under which assumptions (1) and (2) of 
Proposition 6.1 are satisticd. Say that an object R of x is offinite rype if each R’ is finite 
dimensional as an F, vector space. 
PKOPOSITION 6.2 [IO]. f/X is o p-complete [Z] space such thar H l X is ojjinite type, then 
H,Y is an equicalence of categories. 
PROPOSITION 6.3 [IO]. Let X be a p-complete space such that R = H* X is ofJinite type. 
Assume thatjiw euch object /: V -+ R of V, rhe graded algebra T( V, R), is ofjinite type and is 
trivirll in dimension I. Then r, is a natural equivalence. 
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Rrmurk. It is also true that assumptions (I) and (2) of 6. I are satisfied if G is a compact 
Lie group and X = BG (see 2.2. [ 1 I]. [6]). 
Now let r be a torus. IC’a finite group of X-automorphisms of H *Br. and R the ring of 
invariants H*(k)“‘. Suppose that C* is an elementary abelian p-group. By the exactness 
property of the functor T( CT, -) [IO] there is an isomorphism T( C’, R) z T( V, H * BT)~, and 
by [ 1 I] the algebra 77 b’. H + Br) is isomorphic to a direct product of copies of H*Br, one 
for each homomorphism k--r r. It follows that for any/: V--+ R the algebra T( V, R), is of 
finite type and is concentrated in even dimensions. In light of 6.1-6.3 and 1.5, this proves the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let ,Y br u p-complrtr space with the proprrt_v that H * X is isomorphic to 
thr ring of inrtrriants H *( Br)” for some torus r trntl somrfinitt~ yroup W of X-automorphisms 
qf H * Br (srrjiv instance [3]). Then the natural map holim 2,x 4 X inducrs tm isomorphism on 
mod p cohomoloy~~. 
Rtvncrrk. Sometimes conditions (I) and (2) of 6. I are satisfied but the map holim ix + X 
does not induce an isomorphism on mod p cohomology. By more or less explicit c;lculation 
this happens if p is 2 and X is the one-point union 8Z/2 v BZ/Z - in this case hole %,v is 
the disjoint union SZ/r! [ [ R%/2. It is not yet clear to us whether or not there is a reasonablc 
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